Abstract-We present a new algorithm, A*Prune, to list (in order of increasing length) the first K Multiple-Constrained-Shortest-Path (KMCSP) between a given pair of nodes in a digraph in which each arc is associated with multiple Quality-of-Service (QoS) metrics. The algorithm constructs paths starting at the source and going towards the destination. But, at each iteration, the algorithm gets rid of all paths that are guaranteed to violate the constraints, thereby keeping only those partial paths that have the potential to be turned into feasible paths, from which the optimal paths are drawn. The choice of which path to be extended first and which path can be pruned depend upon a projected path cost function, which is obtained by adding the cost already incurred to get to an intermediate node to an admissible cost to go the remaining distance to the destination. The Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is a good choice to give a good admissible cost. Experimental results show that A*Prune is comparable to the current best known -approximate algorithms for most of randomly generated graphs. BA*Prune, which combines the A*Prune with any known polynomial time -approximate algorithms to give either optimal or -approximate solutions to the KMCSP problem, is also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
UALITY of Service (QoS) sensitive routing is of critical importance in achieving a data network with high speed and efficiency (high ratio of capacity/cost), as well as meeting QoS for each connection. While efficient utilization of network resources is important to the service provider, the user is interested in both the speed and the quality of service provided. The need for QoS routing can be justified for both reservationbased services (e.g., Intserv, ATM) as well as reservationless services (e.g., Diffserv). The goal of QoS routing is to find a path that satisfies multiple QoS constraints while achieving overall network resource efficiency [1] . A key challenge in QoS routing is the K-Multiple-Constrained-Shortest-Path (KMCSP) problem, which is to find K feasible Constrained-Shortest-Path (CSP) from a source node to a target node and subject to multiple constraints (e.g., bandwidth, delay, jitter, administrative weight), and list them in order of increasing length. One special case of KMCSP problem is the Multiple-Constrained-ShortestPath (MCSP), which is the KMCSP problem with ¡ £ ¢ ¥ ¤ . The MCSP problem is a basic optimization problem that is both theoretically interesting and have many practical applications [2] , and hence has received considerable attention in the literature [3] - [8] .
Besides all the applications that are applicable to the MCSP problem, the KMCSP problem can also have many other practical applications, such as in the network routing and network design problems.
In general, network routing consists of two basic tasks [5] : distributing the network information and searching for best feasible path with respect to given constraints. We focus on the second task and assume that the network information is available to every node (e.g., via link-state routing). Each link in the network is associated with multiple QoS metrics, which can be either static or dynamic (based on whether varying with time), either additive or non-additive (based on the additivity along a path) [7] . For the additive parameters (e.g., delay, hops, jitter), the cost of an end-to-end path is given, exactly or approximately, by the sum of the individual link values along that path. In contrast, the cost of a path with respect to a non-additive parameter, such as bandwidth, is determined by the value of that constraint at the bottleneck link. In the case of dynamic routing, the bandwidth is a dynamic parameter since its value may change each time a demand is routed or torn down, while the length of a link is a static parameter since it remains unchanged. In this paper we will mainly focus on additive and static parameters. The constraints associated with non-additive or dynamic parameters, can be dealt with first solving the KMCSP problem subject to all the additive and static constraints, and then select one path from these K CSPs such that all the other non-additive or dynamic parameters are satisfied. Most of the current approaches handle the non-additive or dynamic constraints by first pruning out all links that do not satisfy these constraints and then solving the MCSP problem in the residual network. The MCSP procedure need to be called each time a new demand need to be routed, and it may take time to find a feasible route if the MCSP procedure is time consuming, while our KMCSP method can speed up the online routing time, since selecting a feasible path from the K precomputed candidate paths is generally much faster than solving a MCSP problem in a residual network.
Generally, a network design problem is to find a least cost or a maximum revenue network, such that a given set of demands are routed through routes which meet some given QoS constraints. The KMCSP algorithms can be used to pre-compute a set of the candidate paths, then the network design problem can be formulated as a path based Linear Programming (LP) or Integer Programming (IP) problem, or can be solved by selecting paths from the precomputed path list through some other heuristic methods. We have applied the KMCSP algorithm in SPIDER, a web based optical network design tool [9] .
In the case of single metric, the KMCSP problem becomes a problem of finding ¡ -Shortest-Paths (KSP) from one source node to one target node. The KSP problem has many practical applications [10] [11] . In multiple constrained metrics case, both the MCSP and the KMCSP problems are known to be NPcomplete [3] [13] . The main contribution of this paper is developing an algorithm to give exact solutions to the KMCSP problem, and can also be applied to its special cases such as MCSP and KSP problems. The algorithms presented in this paper can be applied to multiple constraints and can find any required number of CSPs. To give an exact solution, the running time may be exponential in the worst case. However, our test cases show that the actual running time of our algorithm is comparable to the existing approximate algorithms for most of practical networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The KM-CSP problem and its solutions are further analyzed in Section II. A*Prune, an algorithm for KMCSP problem, is presented in Section III. Section IV analyzes the performance of the A*Prune algorithm. Section V discusses some efficient methods for computing the lower-bounds, which are used to give the look-ahead feature in A*Prune, thus variant of A*Prune corresponding different lower bounds for the KMCSP, such as A*Uniform, A*Dijkstra, are presented. In Section VI, we combine the A*Prune with any known § -approximate algorithm to give the Bounded A*Prune (BA*Prune), which can give either exact or § -approximate solutions to KMCSP problem in polynomial-time. In Section VII we provide some experimental results and the comparisons for the algorithms presented in this paper and some well-known algorithms. Conclusions are presented in Section VIII. All the proofs to the lemmas are given in the Appendix.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The KMCSP problem can be defined as follows. 
. A length (sometime called cost) function
Given a source node V and a target node W , and
. The KMCSP problem is to find either the first ¡ shortest length paths or all the paths (depending on which number is smaller) from a source node
Here,
, and
represents (R+1) given functions of the path a . The constraint X C is redundant and thus can be set to infinity.
Using these symbols, the solution sets of different problems can be represented as follows. 
be a parameter associated with the path a S © 1 2 " $ , and`)
is only one link path, then
remains true for all % , " n % h
be a vector associated with the path a c © E ! # " $ and as defined in (2), then a vector
is called a lower-bound distance vector from node to node " and associated with the constraint vector
is called an admissible distance from node to node " and associated with the constraint vector
Here, º is a lower-bound distance and the operator with two vector operands is defined as:
can also be called the admissible head path set.
Based on the definitions given above, we make the following observations.
Lemma 2:
, path a can always be expanded from the trivial path a S © V V . Lemma 3: A path expanded from an inadmissible head path must be an inadmissible head path, thus can never be a solution path, i.e.,
These Lemmas tell us that we can get the solution set of KM-CSP by expanding the trivial path a S © V V and all its extended feasible head paths step by step. This gives the basic ideas of the A*Prune Algorithm. [19] . We combine the A*-search with a proper pruning technique to get the A*Prune algorithm, which can be used to solve the KMCSP problem. Using the terminologies described in the previous sections, the A*Prune algorithm can be simply described as: starting from expanding the path a c © V V
III. A*PRUNE ALGORITHM
, potentially, all the paths in n © V ! can be reached; however, with a proper pruning against the given constraints , only the paths in admissible head path set . Many existing algorithms, such as Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm can be used in finding a good admissible distance. We will look at the question of designing good admissible distances in Section V. 
is heap-sorted whenever a path is added or removed. 5. Inadmissible head path pruning: Once a new path is generated in the path expanding process, a check is made against the given constraints, using some lookahead features. The newly generated path will be put into the candidate path list
if it belongs to the feasible head path set n © V ! G Ì © b a w . All the inadmissible head paths are pruned out and will not be expanded further. So, if the path expanding process is combined with the constraint pruning process, all the paths in
are admissible head paths, 
, will be eventually expanded once the
is exhausted to empty. 6. non-simple path pruning (required for simple path searching only): This step is required only if simple path is an additional requirement to the CSPs. Any non-simple path does not need to be put on the candidate path list, since any of its extended paths must also be non-simple. Suppose all the paths in the candidate path list are simple paths, then a newly generated path extended from any of the candidate paths is simple if its end node presents only once in the path. So we can prune out all the non-simple paths by checking the appearance of the end node in a newly generated path. 7. Terminating condition: The A*Prune program will be terminated either it has found the required number of CSPs or there are no paths left in the candidate path list. The candidate path ordering steps let the candidate path with shortest projected path length, and the longest length path if breaking the tie, to be expanded first. So the ordering steps may result in finding the required number of CSPs as early as possible before exhausting all the paths in
. The pruning steps try to keep the
to contain candidate paths as less as possible. The A*Prune algorithm combines all these processes to select, expand, prune the candidate path list step by step, until the required number of CSPs are found or there are no candidate paths left.
IV. THE PERFORMANCE OF A*PRUNE
The performance of an algorithm is usually evaluated in terms of the following four criteria [19] : is the number of the constrained metrics. However, A*Prune can still be exponential, since é may be exponential. It has been proved that A* can be sub-exponential growth if the error in the heuristic function grows no faster than the logarithm of the actual path cost [21] [22] . Because of the pruning, our A*Prune is more efficient than A*. Thus, the above conclusion for A* also remains true for A*Prune. In mathematical notation, the condition for sub-exponential growth is that
In the case of simple path is also a requirement to KM-CSP problem, we can compute the Dijkstra distance in network Y ñ ¢ V
( the network G with node s and all the edges linked to node s removed), since we really do not want any of the lookahead paths passing through node V a gain. Usually, the Dijkstra distance in networkŸñ can give a better admissible distance than the Dijkstra distance in network¨.
C. Admissible Distance Given by Other Known Heuristic Algorithms
There are many known algorithms which can give lower bounds to the MCSP problem [12] . Given an § -approximate solutions [14] , a strict lower bound can also be retrieved by subtracting the error from the approximate solution. Lagrangian relaxation method [23] can also be used to generate a lowerbound to the IP problem listed in (3). Obviously, any of these algorithms can be used for computing the admissible distance in our A*Prune. These experimental results show that the A*Dijkstra is comparable to L-Scale and the A*Uniform is comparable to T-Scale in running time. Considering A*Dijkstra and A*Uniform can find ¡ exact CSP solutions, and can be applied to multiple constraints and all the metrics can be float numbers, while the LScale and T-Scale can only give one § -approximate CSP solution and can only be applied to two constraints with integer metrics, we can say that our A*Dijkstra and A*Uniform have better performance on the average than the best known § -approximate algorithms, L-Scale and T-Scale.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A*Prune, an algorithm for finding ¡ shortest paths subject to multiple constraints, has been presented. The algorithm grows a candidate path list, which contains the paths starting from the source node V a nd is initialized to the trivial path of © V V
. The candidate path list is ordered such that the path that most likely to project to a shortest feasible path is extended first. All the extended paths that are guaranteed to violate the constraints are pruned from the candidate list. Dijkstra's shortest path length can be used as lookahead feature in both the candidate path pruning and ordering processes. Experimental results show that A*Prune is comparable to the current best known polynomialtime § -approximate algorithms. BA*Prune, an algorithm combines the A*Prune with any other known § -approximate algorithm to give either optimal or § -approximate solution to the KMCSP problem in polynomial time, is also presented.
APPENDIX
We give proofs to the lemmas given in this paper.
Lemma 1.
Proof: Since a is a path from node V t o node
